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TechDay Engages CXOs in Ahmedabad on Data Center Optimization

Enterprise IT World, the premium CIO magazine organized “Enterprise IT TechDay”, powered by APC by Schneider Electric, the event in its first phase was held at Hotel Hyatt, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad on September 19, 2018. The event was an initiative to engage leading business minds and stakeholders with a knowledge forum on datacenters, Micro Datacenter and Edge Computing.

In lieu of the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying third platform technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on absolute knowledge forum for businesses to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization. Enterprise IT World TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and many more.

‘Infrastructure Optimization to Accommodate New Age Workloads’ made up as the main theme for the event. The knowledge forum helped the audiences understand the process to churn valuable customer data to get insights in order to help better business decision making. The event in its initial phase is supposed to take place in a number of cities as well.

The TechDay events engaged the audiences in Panel Discussions and open forums to learn and let learn about future trends in IT, Datacenter, Micro Datacenter, IDT, Edge Computing, AI, BI, etc.

The topics covered during the event included: Changing workloads and applications on the edge, the current state of DC infrastructure in Indian business landscape, the need for micro datacentre at the organization’s edge and the approach of IT Heads and CIOs on choosing the right approach to DC optimization.

“With a surge in digitization, our world is increasingly opening up to more robust efficiency solutions across data centers. Moreover, the proliferation of data and its criticality to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other related technology requirements—the CIO has come centerstage in this new scenario, where technology is directly impacting the bottom line. Schneider Electric is happy to be part of a platform which is helping facilitate a dialogue on these scenarios,” quoted, Venkatakrishnan Kauhnavath, Vice President, IT Division, Schneider Electric India.

The event witnessed the presence of a series of speakers from reputed organizations including Deloitte, Sintex, Sonita Finance and many more, who came forward to enlighten the audience on topics including the current scenario of IT organisations, the factors which drive these changes, the data centre optimization scenario. The event also concluded on various verticals discussing the areas where businesses today require real-time decision making, DC related queries which may hamper CIO’s in near future.

Some of the top CIOs and IT Leaders in attendance included Mr. Sandip Shah, Risk Advisory (Cyber), Deloitte, Mr. Ashok Kannan, Vice President IT, Sintex Industries, Mr. Parvath Gomadam, head IT, Chipital Group, etc.

The events were carried out to provide as an ideal platform for all CIO, CTO, IT Head, IT manager or IT decision makers who are responsible for their internal IT consumption to come and engage with like-minded peers and discuss their challenges and gain a better technology perspective.

This event was concluded by Sanjay Mohapatra, Editor, Enterprise IT World who gave away the vote of thanks. He concluded by saying “It was a matter of pride to see the large amount of CIOs and IT Leaders that formed a part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reinforce the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CIOs and IT Leaders.”
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TECHDAY ENGAGES CXOS IN AHMEDABAD ON DATA CENTER OPTIMIZATION

An initiative of APC by Schneider Electric and Enterprise IT to engage leading business minds and stakeholders.

New Delhi: September 26, 2018 Odisha Samachar — A premium CIO magazine organized “Enterprises IT TechDay”, powered by APC by Schneider Electric. The event in its first phase was held at Hotel Hyatt Vatva, Ahmedabad on September 19, 2018. The event was an initiative to engage leading business minds and stakeholders with a Knowledge Forum on Datacenter, Micro Datacenter and Edge Computing.

In lieu of the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying third platform technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on alternate knowledge forum for businesses to understand the need for Datacenter, Micro Datacenter and Edge Optimization of an organization. Enterprise IT TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and more.

Infrastructure Optimization to Accommodate New Age Workloads made up as the main theme for the event. The knowledge forums helped the audience understand the process to churn valuable customer data to get insights in order to help better business decision making. The event in its initial phase is supposed to take place in a number of cities as well.

The TechDay events engaged the audiences in Panel Discussions and open forums to learn and talk about future trends in IT, Datacenter, Micro Datacenter, Edge Computing, AI, BI, etc.

The topics covered during the event included: Changing workloads and applications on the edge, the current state of DC Infrastructures in Indian business landscape, the need for micro-optimization at the organization edge and the approach of IT trends and COOs on choosing the right approach to DC optimization.

“With a surge in digitisation, our world is increasingly opening up to more real-time, efficient, effective, and secure operations. Therefore, the proliferation of data and its integrity to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other related technology requirements. The CIOs have come to understand how current workloads are being processed and how it can impact the business. Schneider Electric is happy to be part of a platform which is helping facilitate a dialogue on these scenarios,” quoth, Venkateswaran Swaminathan, Vice president, IT Solutions, Schneider Electric India.

The event emphasised the presence of a range of speakers from reputed organizations including Dentsu, Bombardier, Reliance Jio, TCS, and many more, who came forward to enlighten the audiences on topics including the current scenario of IT organisations, the factors which drive these changes, the data centre optimization scenario. The event also covered various vendors discussing the areas where businesses today require real-time decision making, SC-related questions which may impact CIOs in near future.

Some of the top COOs and IT Leaders in attendance included Mr. Sandip Bhad, CTO Digital, Reliance Jio, Dr. Anukul Karmakar, Vice President IT, Birla Industries, Mr. Kushal Dukarm, Head IT, Dholpur Garments, etc.

The events were carried out to provide an ideal platform for all CIOs, CTI, IT leaders, IT managers or IT decision makers who are responsible for their internal IT consumption to come and engage with the renowned peers and discuss their challenges and gain a better technology perspective.

This event was concluded by Sarang Mahapatra, Editor who gave away the votes of thanks. He concluded by saying: “If you’re a matter of pride to see the large number of CIOs and IT Leaders that formed part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reframe the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CIOs and IT Leaders.”

About Schneider Electric:

Schneider Electric is the global specialist in energy management and automation. With revenues of €25 billion in FY2016, our 166,000 employees serve customers in over 100 countries, helping them to manage their energy and process in ways that are safe, reliable, efficient and sustainable. From the simplest of switches to complex operational systems, our technology, software and services improve the way our customers manage and automate their operations. Our connected technologies reshape industries, transform cities and energize homes and buildings.
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Enterprise IT World, the premium CIO magazine organized “Enterprise IT TechDay”, powered by APC by Schneider Electric. The event in its first phase was held at Hotel Hyatt, Vadodara, Ahmedabad on September 15, 2018. The event was an initiative to engage leading business trends and stakeholders with a Knowledge Forum on Datacenter, Micro Datacenter and Edge Computing.

In line of the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying third platform technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on absolute knowledge forums for businesses to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organisation. Enterprise IT World TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and many more.

“Infrastructure Optimization to Accommodate New Age Workloads” made up as the main theme for the event. The knowledge forums helped the audiences understand the process to churn valuable customer data to get insights in order to help better business decision making. The event in its initial phase is supposed to take place in a number of cities as well.

The TechDay events engaged the audiences in Panel Discussions and open forums to learn and let learn about future trends in IT, Datacenter, Micro Datacenter, IoT, Edge Computing, AI, BI, etc.

The topics covered during the event included: Changing workloads and applications on the edge, the current state of DC infrastructure in Indian business landscape, the need for micro datacenter at the organisation’s edge and the approach of IT Heads and CIOs on choosing the right approach to DC optimization.

With a surge in digitization, our world is increasingly opening up to more robust and efficient solutions across data centers. Moreover, the proliferation of data and its criticality to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other related technology requirements—the CIO has come centristage in this new scenario where technology is directly impacting the bottom line. Schneider Electric is happy to be part of a platform which is helping facilitate a dialogue on these scenarios,” quoted Venkatakrishnan Srinivasan, Vice president, IT Division, Schneider Electric-India.

The event witnessed the presence of a series of speakers from reputed organizations including Deloitte, Sisem, Tata Consultancy and many more, who came forward to enlighten the audience on topics including the current scenario of IT organizations, the factors which drive these changes, the data centre optimization scenarios. The event also concluded on various verticals discussing the areas where businesses today require real-time decision making, DC related queries which may hamper CIO’s in near future.

Some of the top CIOs and IT Leaders in attendance included Mr. Sandip Shah, Risk Advisory (Cyber), Deloitte, Mr. Ashok Kameshwar, Vice President IT, Sisem Industries, Mr. Parthi Goshavar, Head IT, Chipla Group, etc.

The events were carried out to provide as an ideal platform for all CIO, CTO, IT Head, IT Manager, or IT decision makers who are responsible for their annual IT consumption to come and engage with like-minded peers and discuss their challenges and gain a better technology perspective.

“This event was concluded by Sanyaji Mulapalata, Editor, Enterprise IT World who gave away the vote of thanks. He concluded by saying “It was a matter of pride to see the large amount of CIOs and IT leaders that formed a part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reinforce the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CIOs and IT leaders.”
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Enterprise IT World, the premium CIO magazine organized "Enterprise IT TechDay", powered by APC by Schneider Electric. The event in its first phase was held at Motel Hyatt, Vadapalani, Ahmedabad on September 19, 2018. The event was an initiative to engage leading business minds and stakeholders with a Knowledge Forum on Datacenter, Micro Datacenter and Edge Computing.

In lieu of the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying cloud platform technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on absolute knowledge forum for businesses to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization. Enterprise IT World TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and many more.

The TechDay events engaged the audiences in panel discussions and open forums to learn and let them learn about future trends in IT, Datacenter, Micro Datacenter, IoT, Edge Computing, AI, BI, etc.

"With a surge in digitization, our world is increasingly opening up to more robust efficiency solutions across data centers. Moreover, the proliferation of data and its criticality to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other related technology requirements. The CIO has come centerstage in this new scenario where technology is directly impacting the bottom line. Schneider Electric is happy to be part of a platform which is helping facilitate a dialogue on these scenarios," quoted Venkataraman Swaminathan, Vice president, IT Division, Schneider Electric-India.

Some of the top CIOs and IT Leaders in attendance included Mr. Sandip Shah, Risk Advisory (Cyber), Deloitte; Mr. Ashok Kannan, Vice President, IT, Sintex Industries; Mr. Paresh Goswami, Head IT, Chirilal Group; etc.

The events were carried out to provide an ideal platform for all CIO, CTO, IT Head, IT manager or IT decision makers who are responsible for their internal IT consumption to come and engage with like-minded peers and discuss their challenges and gain a better technology perspective.
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TechDay events engage the audience in panel discussions and open forums to learn and let learn about future trends in IT, Datacenter, Micro Datacenter, OT, Edge Computing, AI, BI, etc.

The topic covered during the event included changing workloads and applications on the edge, the current state of DC infrastructure in the Indian business landscape, the need for micro-datacentres at the organization's edge and the approach of IT leaders to consider the right approach to DC optimization.

"With a surge in digitization, our world is increasingly opening up to more robust efficiency solutions across data centers. Moreover, the proliferation of data and its criticality to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other related technology requirements. The CIO has come centerstage in the new scenario where technology is directly impacting the bottom line. Schneider Electric is happy to be part of a platform which is helping facilitate a dialogue on these scenarios," quoted Venkatraman Srinivasan, Vice president, IT Division, Schneider Electric India.

The event witnessed the presence of a series of speakers from reputed organizations including Deloitte, Sinters, Sensa Finance and many more, who came forward to enlighten the audiences on topics including the current scenario of IT organizations, the factors which drive these changes, the data center optimization scenario. The event also concluded on various verticals discussing the areas where businesses today require real-time decision making, DC related queries which may hamper CIOs in near future.

Some of the top CIOs and IT leaders in attendance included Mr. Sandip Shah, Risk Advisory (Cyber), Deloitte; Mr. Atul Kamra, Vice President IT, Sintera Industries; Mr. Patrice Cosman, Head IT, Clinic Group, etc.

The events were carried out to provide an ideal platform for all CIOs, CTOs, IT heads, IT managers or IT decision makers who are responsible for their internal IT consumption to come and engage with like-minded peers and discuss their challenges and gain a better technology perspective.

The event was concluded by Sangeeta Bhosale, Editor, Enterprise IT World, who gave away the vote of thanks. She concluded by saying "It was a matter of pride to see the large amount of CIOs and IT Leaders that formed a part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reiterate the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CIOs and IT Leaders."
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In view of the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying third platform technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on absolute knowledge for businesses to understand the need for datacenter and micro datacenter optimization of an organization.

Enterprise IT World TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and many more.

Infrastructure Optimisation to Accommodate New Age Workloads’ made up as the main theme for the event. The knowledge forum helped the audiences understand the process to churn valuable customer data to gain insights in order to help better business decision making. The event in its initial phase is supposed to take place in a number of cities as well.

The TechDay events engaged the audiences in panel discussions and open forums to learn and let learn about future trends in IT, datacenter, Micro Datacenter, IoT, Edge Computing, AI, etc.

The topics covered during the event included: changing workplaces and applications on the edge, the current state of DC infrastructure in Indian business landscape, the need for microdatacenter in the organisations edge and the approach of IT Heads and CIOs on showing the right approach to DC optimization.

"With a steady growth, our world is increasingly opening up to more robust affinity solutions across data centers. Moreover, the proliferation of data and its criticality to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other related technology requirements. The CIOs have come to realize their role in this evolving scenario where technology is directly impacting the bottom line. Schneider Electric is happy to be part of a platform which is helping formulation of these scenarios," quoted Venkateswaran Srinivasan, Vice President, IT Division, Schneider Electric India.

The event witnessed the presence of a series of speakers from reputed organizations including Deloitte, Sintex, Mphasis and many more, who came forward to enlighten the audiences on topics including the current scenario of IT organisations, the factors which drive these changes, the data centre optimisation scenario. The event also concluded on various workshops discussing the areas where businesses today require real-time decision making (DC) and learnings which may happen in the near future.

Some of the top CIOs and IT Leaders in attendance included Mr. Sandip Seth, Head Advisory (Cyber) Deloitte, Mr. Ashok Kansal, Vice President IT, Sintex Industries Ltd., Ms. Swapna Goswami, Head IT, Chiranjil Ofiice, etc.

The events were carried out to provide an ideal platform for all CIOs, CTO, IT Head, IT manager or IT decision makers who are responsible for their Internal IT consumption to come and engage with like-minded peers and discuss these challenges and gain a better terminology perspective.

This event was conducted by Sanjay Mohapatra, Editor, Enterprise IT World who gave away the vote of thanks. He concluded by saying "It was a matter of pride to see the large amount of CIOs and IT Leaders that formed a part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reinforce the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CIOs and IT Leaders."
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A premium CIO magazine organized "Enterprise IT TechDay", powered by APC by Schneider Electric. The event in its first phase was held at Hotel Hyatt, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad on September 19, 2018. The event was an initiative to engage leading business minds and stakeholders with a Knowledge Forum on Datacenter, Micro Datacenter and Edge Computing.

In line with the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying third party technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on absolute knowledge forums for businesses to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization. Enterprise IT TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and more.

"Infrastructure Optimization to Accommodate New Age Workloads" made up as the main theme for the event. The knowledge forums helped the audiences understand the process to churn valuable customer data to get insights in order to help better business decision making. The event in its initial phase is supposed to take place in a number of cities as well.

The TechDay events engaged the audiences in Panel Discussions and open forums to learn and let learn about future trends in IT, Datacenter, Micro Datacenter, IoT, Edge Computing, AI, BI, etc.

The topics covered during the event included: Changing workloads and applications on the edge, the current state of DC infrastructure in Indian business landscape, the need for micro datacentre at the organisation’s edge and the approach of IT/CIoT and COEs on choosing the right approach for DC optimization.

"With a surge in digitisation, our world is increasingly opening up to more robust efficiency solutions across data centers. Moreover, the consolidation of data and its criticality to businesses has given rise to edge computing solutions and other robust technology requirements. As CIOs come to terms with this new scenario where technology is directing the bottom line, Schneider Electric is happy to be a part of a platform which is helping facilitate a dialogue on these scenarios," quoted Venkatesan Srinivasan, Vice President, IT Division, Schneider Electric India.

The event witnessed the presence of a series of speakers from reputed organizations including Deloitte, Sintex, Sonata Finance and many more, who came forward to enlighten the audiences on topics including the current scenario of IT organisations, the factors which drive these changes, the data centre optimisation scenario. The event also concluded on various verticals disconnecting the areas where businesses today require real-data decision making, DC related queries which may hamper COEs in near future.

Some of the top CXOs and IT Leaders in attendance included Mr. Sundar Shah, Chief Advisory (Cyber), Deloitte; Mr. Ashok Kannan, Vice President IT, Sintex Industries; Mr. Parshad Ganvani, Head IT, Kirpal Group, etc.

The events were carried out to provide as an ideal platform for all CIO, CTO, IT Head, IT manager or IT decision makers who are responsible for their internal IT consumption to come and engage with like-minded peers and discuss their challenges and gain a better technology perspective.

This event was concluded by Sanjay Mohapatra, Editor who gave away the vote of thanks. He concluded by saying, "It was a matter of pride to see the large amount of CXOs and IT Leaders that formed part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reinforce the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CXOs and IT Leader."
PRINT
Ahmedabad, Enterprise IT World, the premium CIO magazine organized - "Enterprise IT TechDay". Powered by APC by Schneider Electric, the event in its first phase was held at Hotel Hyatt, Vastrapur, Ahmedabad on September 19, 2018. The event was an initiative to engage leading business minds and stakeholders with a Knowledge Forum on Datacenter, Micro Datacenter and Edge Computing.

In lieu of the growing customer data for Indian businesses deploying third platform technologies and connected devices, this was a series of events focusing mainly on absolute knowledge forum for businesses to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization. Enterprise IT World TechDay took place in order to accommodate the future technologies and solutions including Internet of Things, Edge Computing, Artificial Intelligence and many more.

This event was concluded by Sanjay Mohapatra, Editor, Enterprise IT World who gave away the vote of thanks. He concluded by saying “It was a matter of pride to see the large amount of CIOs and IT Leaders that formed a part of the event. The event was designed to address and to understand the need for Datacenter and Micro Datacenter optimization of an organization today and reinforce the infrastructure and domain knowledge through insightful tech talks and panel discussions featuring renowned Enterprise CIOs and IT Leader.” (19-10)
એટરપ્રાઈજ આદિતી વર્ધ દ્વારા ભારતવાસી તેનો પ્રારંભ

ધીમાદ્ય તીથી મેનેજમેણ્ટરાં ભારતીય બિઝનેસ માટે બદલો કઢમાર ઉત્પાદન અનુસરણની સુધીમાં કઢમારને અંતગત કરેલા યાદુ અને કરેલા પ્રોસેસને ઉપચાર કરવામાં આવ્યા હતા. એપીએસ બાયેલ્ટી કાશ્મીર બિઝનેસ સાથે સંયોજણ કરવાથી કારણે એક સ્પેસ પાયા હતો. એક પ્રોટોટયપે સમાપ્ત અને પ્રોડક્ટ વિકલ્પોના સંયોજનને આદિતી અને ઉત્કૃષ્ટ અને કાબુ સ્થાપના લઈ આ પ્રક્રિયા થયી હતી. આ એકસૌ વારે સામાન્ય તો નથી, પ્રાણી અને ગુણયેદી શૈક્ષણિક સંયોજનને અનુભવવામાં હતો. એટરપ્રાઈજ આદિતી વર્ધ દ્વારા આ પ્રોફાઇલ અને કાર્યક્રમોને સ્પન્દણ આપવામાં હતી. એટરપ્રાઈજ આદિતી વર્ધ દ્વારા એકસૌ વારે સ્પન્દણ અને કાર્યક્રમોને સ્પન્દણ આપવામાં હતી. એટરપ્રાઈજ આદિતી વર્ધ દ્વારા એકસૌ વારે સ્પન્દણ અને કાર્યક્રમોને સ્પન્દણ આપવામાં હતી.
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અમદાવાદ, તા. ૨૨

પ્રમિયામ સીઝાઈઓ મેનેજમેન્ટ અંબરાષ્ટ્રીય આષ્ટિ વારની સ્થાપના અભિયુદ્યો માટે આમદાવાદમાં આવું હતું. એ અભિયુદ્યો વચ્ચે ખુશભાષિણ વખતમુલ્કી હતી. તેમાં અમે આ અનેક સેટરોની સુખીવંધા કામગીરી આપીને વિદ્યાભૂત ક્રમમાં મેનેજમેન્ટને આપીને કશ્મીર વાર બાબત કરવામાં આવીને જેમાં અનેક કેટળાક સ્થાનો વિશેષતા ફોંટ રાખવામાં આવી હતી. જેમાં મેનેજમેન્ટ દ્વારા તે કેટળાક સમય અને ક્રિયાત્મકતાને વિસ્તારપ્રદ રાખવામાં આવી હતી. એ કેટળાક ઉદ્યમીઓ સ્થાપિત હતા જેને કશ્મીર વારની આવશ્યકતાને માટે તેમાંથી વધતા રહે હતા. જેમાં ફોંટ હતા તેમને વિશ્વાસ આપવામાં આવી ગયેલી હતી. જેને તેમને કેટળાક સ્થાનો માટે ફોંટ હતી. જેની વાત ખુશભાષિણ માટે આનંદ કરવામાં આવી ગયેલી હતી. જેમાં તેમને કેટળાક ઉદ્યમીઓ સ્થાપિત હતા જેને કશ્મીર વારની આવશ્યકતાને માટે તેમને વધતા રાખી હતી. જેની વાત ખુશભાષિણ માટે આનંદ કરવામાં આવી ગયેલી હતી.
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અંતરાષ્ટ્રીય આઈટી વડર દ્વારા
અમદાવાદમાં ટેક ડિએનો આરેબો

આમ ભારતીય વિવિધ વિભાગો અને સરકારના વિભાગો માટે અમદાવાદમાં ટેક ડિએનો આરેબો દ્વારા આયોજિત આગ્રહક સમાંતરાયો જાહેર કરવાની જગ્યું હતું. આ આગ્રહક આઈટી વડરના વિષયમાં અંતરરાષ્ટ્રીય વિદ્યાર્થીઓ માટે અત્યંત પ્રસિદ્ધ છે. આ સમાંતરાયો સ્પષ્ટ થયશે કે આ આગ્રહક આઈટી વડરની મદદ માટે ટેક ડિએનો આરેબો અને અમદાવાદની સરકાર કેવી રીતે સાથે કરાય શકે છે. આમ ભારતીય વિવિધ વિભાગો અને સરકારના વિભાગો માટે આ આગ્રહક આઈટી વડરની મદદ માટે ટેક ડિએનો આરેબો અને અમદાવાદની સરકાર કેવી રીતે સાથે કરાય શકે છે.
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